Characterization of a purified bovine lung cGMP-binding cGMP phosphodiesterase.
A bovine lung cGMP-binding phosphodiesterase (cG-BPDE) was purified to homogeneity and exhibited specific cGMP hydrolytic (Km = 5.6 microM) and cGMP binding (half-maximum approximately 0.2 microM) activities which comigrated throughout the purification. A chimeric structure was suggested for cG-BPDE since DEAE chromatography of a partial alpha-chymotryptic digest of cG-BPDE separated cGMP-binding fragments from a cGMP hydrolytic fragment. Native cG-BPDE (178 kDa) appeared to be a homodimer comprised of two 93-kDa subunits. The order of potency of inhibitors of cG-BPDE hydrolysis of cGMP was as follows: zaprinast greater than dipyridamole greater than 3-isobutyl-1-methyl-8-methoxymethylxanthine greater than 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine greater than cilostamide greater than theophylline greater than rolipram. Minimum [3H]cGMP binding stoichiometry was 0.93 mol of cGMP bound/mol of monomer, but [3H]cGMP dissociation from cG-BPDE in the presence of excess unlabeled cGMP was curvilinear, suggesting multiple cGMP-binding sites. Two chymotryptic cGMP-binding fragments of 35 and 45 kDa were specifically photoaffinity labeled with [32P] cGMP, exhibited [3H]cGMP association and dissociation behavior indistinguishable from native cG-BPDE, and each had the amino-terminal sequence: Thr-Ser-Pro-Arg-Phe-Asp-Asn-Asp-Glu-Gly-. Cochromatography of the two cGMP-binding fragments suggested that both a dimerization domain and a cGMP-binding domain were located in a 35-kDa segment of cG-BPDE. Increased [3H]cGMP binding to or [32P]cGMP photoaffinity labeling of cG-BPDE binding sites in the presence of hydrolytic site-specific cyclic nucleotide analogs suggested communication between hydrolytic and binding sites. The principle of reciprocity thus predicts that cGMP binding to the binding sites may affect the hydrolytic site. In the presence of cGMP, the binding fragments or native cG-BPDE exhibited an electronegative shift on high performance liquid chromatography-DEAE, consistent with a cGMP-induced change in cG-BPDE conformation.